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1. Motivation 2. Proposed dataset

This work has been supported by the “ANNA” and “Au-delà des Pyrénées” projects funded by the Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region.
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Our contributions:

● proposing a novel dataset for readability assessment of OCRed texts

● studying relations between readability reduction and other measures

● applying state-of-the-art methods for readability assessment

Stats Parts Original Corrupted Total

Files

All 161 483 644

Train 135 405 540

Test 26 78 104

Tokens

All 27,809 83,670 111,479

Train 23,320 70,170 93,490

Test 4,489 13,500 17,989

Table 1: Statistics on the constructed corpus and its split parts.

Existing corpora

Select corpus

● Weebit, OneStopEnglish, Newsela: readability levels
● CommonLit: actual readability scores

CommonLit

objective: compute correlation levels for our analyses on 
the effects of OCR errors at different readability scores 
=> using specific fine-grained readability scores 

Assess readability

Corrupt words

Corrupt 
documents

Corrupt texts ● randomly replace some of characters with plausible 
characters mimicking OCR errors

● frequent OCR error patterns are taken from the 
corpus of the ICDAR2019 Competition on Post-OCR 
Text Correction

● randomly choose words from each document based on 

six levels of WER (from 7% to 32%, with a step of 5%)

● each chosen word is then replaced by its randomly 

selected corrupted version generated by the above 

step
Corrupted 
texts

Corrupted 
words

Analyze ReadOCR 
corpus

ReadOCR 
corpus

● three volunteers read the texts and assign a score for 

each noisy text to indicate how understandable it is in 

comparison with its original text; this score is denoted 

as ReadScore and DiffScore = 1-ReadScore

● a good reliability of our corpus due to high intra-class 

correlation coefficient of 0.865

3. Dataset Analysis

Fig. 1: Grammatical word error rate (GWER), lexical 
word error rate (LWER), WER, CER, and the DiffScore 
of the whole corpus whose documents are ordered on 
X-axis by their DiffScores. Pearson correlation 
coefficients between the other metrics and the DiffScore 
are 0.902, 0.910, 0.941, and 0.931, respectively.

Fig. 2: ComScores and ReadScores of the whole corpus. 
ComScores is the readability scores of the original 
CommonLit texts. The left Y axis shows ReadScores 
and WER, the right Y axis indicates ComScores. These 
scores are grouped according to all WER levels.

ReadOCR 
corpus

Traditional reading 
ease formulas
(FKGL, DCRF)

Hierarchical 
attention network 

(HAN)

BERT

Method MSE Pearson

DCRFRed 0.014 0.863

FKGLRed 0.129 -0.380

BERT Prediction 0.003 0.960

HAN Prediction 0.012 0.854

CER 0.085 0.945

WER 0.026 0.967

Table 2: MSE and correlations between the DiffScore and DCRF reduction (i.e., DCRFRed), FKGL 
reduction (i.e., FKGLRed), BERT’s prediction, HAN’s prediction, CER, and WER on the test data.

Fig. 3: Different scores in assessing readability reduction of the test data: traditional readability 
scores (FKGLRed as FKGL reduction, DCRFRed as DCRF reduction); error rates (WER, CER); 
reading difficulty or reduction as DiffScore; predictions of HAN and BERT models denoted as HAN 
prediction and BERT prediction, respectively.

● It is the pilot work on the topic of readability assessment of OCRed texts.
● We provide a novel dataset, analyze the impact of OCR errors on readability, test two 

traditional measures and two SOTA baselines on our ReadOCR corpus.
● Whereas WER highly correlates with the reading difficulty, the best BERT model has a 

smaller MSE and its prediction is much closer to the DiffScore than WER. 
● The impact of the corrupted lexical words has been found to be not much higher than that of 

corrupted grammatical words.
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5. Conclusion

4. Readability Assessment

References

● The correlation between the DiffScore and the error rate of the lexical words is a bit higher 
than the one for grammatical words, with 0.910 and 0.902, respectively.

● The rate of real-word errors correlates less with the DiffScore than that of non-word errors, 
with correlation values of 0.871 and 0.926, respectively.

Text WER CER Readability 
reduction

Radiosurgery is surgery using radiation, that is, the deitruction of 
precisely selected areas of lissue using ionizing radiation ra1her 
than excision with a blade. 

0.048 0.008 0.023

Radiosurgery uts sur ery using radiation, that is, the des1ruction 
of precisély selected areat of tissul using ionizing rndiation rather 
than excision with n blade.

0.259 0.041 0.48

Radiosurgery is surgery using radiation, ihat is, •he destruction 
of precisely select~d areas ol tissue using ionizing radiation 
rather than excision with a blade.

0.2 0.034 0.368

Table 1: Examples of texts at different WERs along with readability reductions. 


